
* Optional Credit Card Reader - Provides Full-Turn-Key Wireless Credit Card Reader Operation
using “Certified Encryption” Technology.

* Optional Free Vend Remote - Wireless Remote Controller communicates with the AVW400 via
Protel’s Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) to provide Free Vend Service.
Records the number of Free Vends in the IVS Management System. Also
supports “Free Vend” using special coin token or “Courtesy Credit Cards” when
card reader is employed.

* Built-in Dual Timers (Two Channels) - Monitors two coin drops, one from each channel.
Energizes built-in High Current Relays when base rate has been deposited. 

* Modular (Plug-in) High Current Relays - Provides fast and economical in-field replacement of
burnt-out relays without the need to replace “Timer Assembly”. 

* Remote Monitoring & Control - Provides for remote monitoring & programming of equipment via
GSM cellular network.

* Full Battery Back-up of Monitor and Cellular Radio - Provides full remote monitoring and
reporting capabilities of all activities in the absence of electrical power with optional battery.

* Detects and reports power failures
* Cash Box Accounting - Daily communications provide up-to-date cash box totals.
* Instant Alarm Notifications
* Automatic Collection Notification - When a user-defined cash box level is reached, the IVSTM

software can assist in determining if coin collection needs to be scheduled.
* Full Backward Compatibility - Compatible with existing auxiliary equipment including card

readers, coin mechanisms, air-pressure switch, collection switch, free-Vend remote, etc.
* Mobile Application - All Data and Reports are viewable via IPad, IPhone, etc.
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E A S YE A S Y - H O O K U P- H O O K U P
*  Just add Power, Connect Antennae, Coin Mechanism,

Compressor
and

IT’S A GO!
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Historical Data confirms that;
*  The Protel AVW400 Monitor will improve your bottom line by

a minimum of 30%.
*   Add a Credit Card Reader and increase revenue an additional 12%.
*   Adding a AVW400 Monitor and a Card reader in combination

results in a 42% revenue increase from your Air Machine.

Know what your business is doing twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS


